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Preface

This manual is incended to present a practical approach to

constructing and operating a Chesapeake Bay crab shedding facility.

Included are portions of an earlier VINS publication by Paul A.

Haefner, Jr . and David Garcen �974!, "Yiethods of handling and

shedding blue crabs,  Callinectes sapidus!," as well as a compilation

of other scientific and industry experiences

Techniques described may not apply to all situations; in many

cases general recommendations are made . Additionally, descriptions of

various facility designs refer mainly to those in use in Chesapeake

Bay; other areas of the councry may use varying, but similar designs,

Although the information in this ma~ual will be very helpful in

establishing a soft crab shedding operation, the prudent person will

seek ouc additional assistance. In all soft crab producing states

chere are Sea Grant Narine Advisory Programs  Appendix I! or ocher

organizations willing to provide personalized services. These people

should be searched out and contacted for guidance in entering che soft

crab industry. Suggestions for additional reading are provided in

Appendix 2,

The use of trade names in this publicac ion is solely for the

purpose of providing specific information. It is not an endorsement

of the product named and does not signify that they are approved to

the exclusion of others.



Introduction

Soft crabs were being eaten long before the Fnglish settlers

arrived in Chesapeake Bay. Initially soft crabs were caught in a

haphazard manner. However, in the mid-1800's attempts to mass produce

soft � shell blue crabs began near Crisfield, Maryland.

The past few years have witnessed a resurgence of interest in the

production of soft-shell. crabs. Soft � shell blue crabs are not a

separate species of crab, but are blue crabs  Callinectes sapidus!

that have shed  molted! their hard outer shells in preparation for

growth. The relative ease with which crabs can be shed and the high

market value for soft crabs have been instrumental in the renewal of

soft crab production.

"Controlled" shedding of crabs was first conducted in wi re

enclosures staked-out in tidal. areas. These crab "pounds" were filled

with hardshelled crabs which were fed and watched closely for the

appearance of soft crabs. This method was difficult to manage and

numerous crabs were lost to cannibalism or through mortalities due to

variations in water quality.

Later crab pounds were equipped with floating boxes to house and

protect crabs until they molted. In time, experienced producers

learned to examine hard crabs for unique signs which indicated a

pre-molt condition. producers used more and more floating boxes, and

relied on the selective harvest of peelers   pre-molt crabs!.

 Appendix 3 contains definitions of common terminology used in the

soft crab industry.!



Little change occurred in the systems used to shed crabs until

the 1950's when bank or shore floats were developed. Shore floats

were simply shallow troughs or tanks used to hold running water pumped

from an adjacent brackish-water supply. These open � flow systems were

easier to manage than floating boxes and some evolved into shedding

tanks roofed over to provide crabs with shade and protection from rain

and predators. Recently, attempts have been made to carry these

facilities one step further with the development of closed

  recirculating! systems which permit better control of water quality

in shedding tanks.

All three facilities � in-water crab floats, open  flow-through!

and closed systems � are in use today. Any one of the three may be

the most suitable depending upon location and water quality, and each

individual waterman's background, training and financial situation.

Each system will be addressed separately.



Peeler Identification and Harvest

All soft � shell crab producing systems, whether traditional floats

or on � shore facilities, have two basic requirements: an adequate

supply of wild peeler crabs and a method of catching them. One

without the other will limit production.

Peeler crabs can be identified by visual inspection. Although

there are several indications that molting is approaching, the most

reliable and widely used sign involves color changes associated with

the formation of the new shell, These color changes also indicate the

time until molting.

As the time for molting approaches, the new shell of the crab

will begin to form and become visible underneath the hard shell, The

new shell is most visible as a line along the inside edges of the Last

two flattened sections of the last leg, the paddle fins  Figure I!.

The next to last segment of the leg is more often examined that the

last segment. In early stages the line is white  Figure 2!,

indicating that the crab will molt within two weeks. As molting time

nears, the indicator line gradually changes color; a pink line

peeler  Figure 3! will molt within one week, a red line  Figure 4!

indicates molting within one to three days. With just a smal.l bit of

practice, the soft crab producer can recognize these signs.

An additional color sign indicating imminent shedding is abdomen

  apron! color. This is best seen in an immature female preparing to

molt into the adult stage. The abdomen of a juvenile female is

triangular in shape  Figures 5 and 6A!, but becomes broadly rounded



and semi-circular in shape in the adult  Figure 6B! . Once an adult,

female crabs do not molt again. A juvenile female which is not yet a

peeler will have a white or creamy colored abdomen which wil I not

change in color if the female remains a juvenile after shedding. But,

an immature female approaching sexual maturity will have a pinkish

purple abdomen  Figure 5! . It has been suggested that some male

peelers  distinguished by an abdomen shaped like an inverted-T! may

also exhibit a change in abdomen color. The abdomen of some male

peelers may develop a yell.owish color due to the new developing shell,

This color should not be confused with the yellow shell color of old,

much larger, "sea � run" crabs. Few Chesapeake Bay watermen rely on

male abdomen color as an indicator.

The last peeler stage is not recognized by a color sign, but

rather on the physical condition of the hard shell. A split develops

~nder the lateral spines and along the posterior edge of the shell,

At this point the crab is termed a "buster" and has actually begun

molting, which may be completed in another 2 to 3 hours   Figure 7!.

Peeler crabs are caught with a variety of gear along the Atlantic

and Gulf coasts: peeler pound net  crab trap, crab fyke, peeler

trap!, peeler pot, regular hard crab pot, scrape, trotline, bushline,

dipnet, trawl, seine, and by hand . Each of these methods is used

under different geographical and environmental conditions and legal

frameworks. Descriptions of these gear types and how they are

employed can be found in other publications listed at the end of this

manual. In. Chesapeake Bay, the predominant gear types used for the
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FIGURE 2, White hne sign on the next-to-last segment of a
paddle fin. This crab will shed within two weeks.

FIGURE 3. Pink line sign on the next-to-last segment of a paddle
fin, This crab will shed within one week.



FIGURE 4, Red line sign on the last two segments of a paddle fin.
Also called a rank peeler, this crab will shed within three days.

FIGURE 5. Triangular abdomen  apron! of a juvenile female
showing the color sign prior to her molt into an adult, The
grayish color will be carried over on the abdomen of the adult
female.



FJGURE 6. Comparison of abdomen shapes.  A! Juvenile
female prior to molting to an adult. Note the grayish color
in the triangular abdomen.  8! Broadly rounded abdomen
of an adult female. The grayish color corresponds to that
seen in  A!.  C! Abdomen of a male crab, Shape does not
change with maturity in male crabs.



F 1GURE 7. A "buster" crab. The hard outer shell has split and is opening
to aUow the soft crab to back out,



directed harvest of peelers are the peeler pound net, peeler pot,

scrape and hard crab pot.

Peeler pound nets are patterned after fish pounds and consist of

three parts: the hedging  or leader!, the heart and the box  head!

 Figure SA!, It is not well understood why peeler pounds are

selective for pre � molt crabs, but location is critical . Pounds are

generally placed in shallow, slow moving waters where peeler crabs are

known to exist .

The peeler pound works by virtue of its placement in areas where

crabs are seeking shelter for shedding  Figure 8A!, Crabs moving

along shore encounter the hedging, which is set perpendicular to the

shore. While searching for a way around this obstruction, crabs are

directed of f shore by the hedging, where they eventually move into the

heart. The heart continues to direct the crabs into the close-fitting

entrance funnel of the box. Once inside the box, crabs are trapped

until the waterman comes to remove the catch, which is usually daily.

Peeler pound hedging will vary in length, depending upon the

area, water depth and bottom contour. Hedgings can be anywhere from

10 to 100 feet in length. They are most frequently constructed of

galvanized wire, similar to crab-pot wire, and are staked into place .

Another and perhaps better material for hedging construction is purse

seine webbing �-1/4 " mesh! known as bunting. It's advantages over

wire mesh are better flexibility   allowing it to follow the bottom

contour! and ease of setting. A length of heavy chain is attached to

the bottom of the bunting; floats on the other edge help keep it

stretched into place. This reduces the number of stakes necessary to



hold the hedging. By dipping this bunting in anti � fouling

 copper � based! paint at the beginning of each season and carefully

cleaning it following peeler season, watermen can obtain more than 8

years of usage from this type of hedging.

The heart of a peeler pound is shaped just as the name implies .

Size will vary with location and individual preference. The heart is

situated so that the pointed end is next to the box, at the entrance

to the funnel. Hearts are constructed of l" � I � I/'2" galvanized wire

mesh and may or but usually do not have a top and/or floor . Like the

hedging, hearts are staked into place .

peeler pound boxes also vary in size . Common sizes for boxes are

2' x 3' x 4' deep, 2' x 2' x 4' deep, and 3' x 3' x 4' deep. Other

sizes are also used . Boxes are const ructed of a wooden frame  l" x 2"

or 2" x 2" pressure treated!, painted with anti-fouling paint and

covered with l" galvani.zed or vinyl coated wire mesh, and equipped

with zinc anodes to minimize corrosion  Figure 8B!.

The box is fitted with a hinged top for removing crabs and, on

the back side  nearest the heart! below the water level an upward

pointing entrance funnel similar to that of a standard crab pot . The

entrance funnel should always be made of galvanized wire. Unlike the

hedging and heart, the box is not staked into place, but is left

removabl.e to permit easy emptying, It is kept in place next to the

heart either by rope loops over extended heart stakes or by an

arrangement of runners and cross-pieces on the box and heart  Figure



FIGURE 8.  A! A typical peeler pound net showing the basic
parts and usual placement relative to the shoreline.
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F1G URK 8.  B! Basic framing and parts layout for a peeler
pound net head, Note the additions of support pieces mid-
way up the head and a zinc anode approximately 8 inches
from the bottom. Also, a lift bar of framing material is
attached to the top of the head to facilitate lifting for easy

~ emptying.

FfGURE 8.  C! Details for a ruju>er system on a peeler
pound»et head to hold it against the heart. Boards  A! run
the entire !ength of the head on either side ol' the cfftrance
funnel and extend a couple inches above the top, Board
 8! is attached across and on t<>p of  A!, extending several
inches beyond either side of  A!. This creates a space the
thickness of  A! between  8! and the wire of the head.
Board  C! attaches between  A!'s directly above the funnel
entrance, leaving no space between wire and  C!.  D! is the
distance between the outsides of  A!' s. The opening at the
pointed e»d of the heart will be equal to  D!. At that end
there will be two boards thai are the same length and size as
 A!. When the head is in place,  A!'s will be between the
heart boards,  8! will be behind them so that the heart
boards are between  B! and the wire. This arrangement will
keep the head snugly against the heart.



GURE 9. Drawing of a deepwater peeler pound net,  A!
die attachment for hauling,  8! Hinged door for emptying.

Note that it opens from the bottom of the trap and swings up-
ward.  C! Head portion of the trap,48" on aside,  D! En-
trance funnel from heart to head, 24" in diameter. The cross-
hatched wires are to keep the funnel free of animals or debris
that could block it, primarily horeshoe crabs.  E! Heart por-
tion of the trap, 64' across at its widest point narrowing to 24".
 F! Center bar to which hedging is attached, The entire opening
is 18" across with the bar centered. Not shown are zinc anodes
on the head and heart sections.

special
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<roorextra wire screen

creatinq lsoiciinq rriamfier
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FIGURE 10, Peeler pot used for jimmy potting, with a separate
holding chamber for male crabs, The pot is of standard construc-
tion using I" mesh wire, However, there is no bait well, and an
additionaj piece of wire is placed across the parlor divider, creat-
ing two additional compartments. Access to these hoMing cham-
bers is through special doors in the sides or ends of the chambers.



Although crab pound nets are very e f f ic ient producers of peelers

they do have drawbacks. Because of their ~cans of operation they can

catch everything that encounters the hedging. This can result in

peelers that are damaged due to excessive numbers of hard crabs, fish,

turtles, etc ., within the trap. In addition, if for some reason a

particular peeler pound is no longer yielding a good supply of

peelers, it is difficult to move the trap. In Virginia, each peeler

pound is licensed by location, further complicating a move. They

must, by law, be set at least 100 yards apart.

Peeler pound nets are not always set with the hedging tied to the

shore . A pound net may be set on an offshore bar, with two or more

hedgings set along the bar at angles to each other and leading to a

single, central box set in deeper water .

A variation of the shallow water peeler pound is the deep water

pound  Figure 9!, currently used in only one location in Virginia.

The principle of operation is the same as in the regular peeler pound,

as are the basic components. However, deep water pounds are fished in

water approximately 20 feet deep. They are generally used during the

warmer months of summer when peelers seek out deeper, cooler waters.

Unlike regular peeler pounds that have separate parts, all the

components  box, heart and hedging! of a deep water peeler pound are

joined  Figure 9!. The heart and box are a single unit constructed of

angle iron and galvanized wire . The dimensions of the box portion are

4' by 4' by 4'; the heart portion at its widest point is 5'

narrowing to 2 ', and is 4 ' high. The hedging is always of purse seine

bunting �-1/4" mesh! and approximately 90' long. The hedging is



connected directly to a piece of angle iron running vertically through

the center of the heart opening. Floats are attached to the top of

the hedging and chain �" links! is attached to the bottom. A single

stake is used to secure the free end of the hedging.

Because of the size and weight of this piece of gear, it requires

a larger boat, a winch and several persons to fish. Deep water pounds

usually are set on muddy bottom at the edge of channels or drops. The

hedging is set so that it runs from shallow to deep, following the

contour of the bottom. It is advisable after first setting to have

the entire pound inspected by a scuba diver to check for potholes

under the chain, bottom debris and other obstructions and to insure

that the gear is properly deployed.

At certain times of the year peeler pots can be very productive,

A peeler pot is quite similar to a hard crab pot in basic design;

however, there are several modifications that are or can be made.

While hard crab pots are constructed of 1 � 1/2" galvanized mesh, peeler

pots use 1" mesh, so that they will retain smaller crabs. A peeler

pot may or may not have a bait well. Virginia law prohibits using

fish as bait in a peeler pot . However, male crabs may be used as bait

in a practice known as "jimmy potting."

Jimmy potting is most productive during spring and mid-summer

when juvenile females are preparing for the transition to sexually

mature adults. During these mating runs, females are attracted to

male crabs. For jimmy potting, male crabs � to 10! are placed inside

peeler pots as bait  Figure 10!. There are several different

techniques to hold jimmies in a peeler pot. If the pot has a bait



well, jimmies can be put in it or they may be placed in the upper

chamber of the pot. Other peeler pots may have special holding

compartments  Figure 10! . Pots in which jimmies are separated from

females are thought by some crabbers to work best, since there is some

indication that once a jimmy doubles, he will quit "calling" females.

Jimmy pot t ing success can be enhanced in relatively conf ined areas by

intensive hard crab potting prior to the mating season. The removal

of "wild" jimmies insures that most of the males present for mating

will be those in j immy pots.

During other times of the year peeler pots may go unbaited  no

j immies! in hopes of peelers entering them for protection during

shedding, This bare � potting can be productive for male peelers, but

experience and location are important in pot placement.

The crab scrape  Figure 11!, another capture device, is a

rectangular ~etal frame  approximately 1' x 4'! with an at tached

webbing bag and a bridle for towing behind a boat. Virginia law

stipulates that a crab scrape "shall have a mouth no larger than 4

feet overall and the bar shall have no teeth"  Section 28.1 - ]65.1!

Crab scrapes are pulled through grass beds where peelers and soft

crabs congregate, Short taws of 5 to 10 minutes duration are made to

insure good condit. ion of peelers.

Hard crab pots are also an effective gear for harvesting early-

sign peelers, those still actively feeding. Also, juvenile female

peeler s and adult sof t crabs are often brought into crab pots doubl ing

with male crabs which are attracted to the pot's bait.



Limited numbers of high quality peelers can be caught by hand or

dip net in marshes or shallow flats. Pairs of pre � or post-mating

crabs, called doublers, can be caught with dip nets on pier or bridge

pil ings .

Prospective crab shedders may take another approach to obtaining

peelers. Rather than catching their own they may choose to purchase

peelers from established crabbers. Prices to be paid for different

signed crabs will be dictated by time of year, peeler availability and

local demand. If the decision has been made to purchase peelers, firm

commitments should be obtained from enough suppliers to assure a

constant, adequate source of peelers. Initial contact with local

crabbers should be made prior to any decision on purchasing peelers.

FIGURE I I. Typical crab scrape used in Virginia. The attached buoyed line permits a
scrape to be retrieved should the main towing line part or the scrape become
hung on the bottom.



Peeler Care

The care with which peelers are handled during harvesting and

transporting to the shedding facility will greatly affect the ultimate

success in shedding crabs. Even the type of gear used to capture

peelers will affect survival to the soft crab; those that are less

damaging to the peeler, in terms o f nicks, pinches or other puncture

wounds, will produce a better quality peeler more likely to

successfully complete its shed. The fol Lowing gears are listed in

order, beginning with the least damaging and progressing to the most

damaging: by hand or dip net; doubles on trotlines; crab scrapes;

jimmy baited peeler pots; hard crab pots; peeler pounds.

Peelers must be handled as gently as possible during harvest and

culling. Care at this point may make a big difference in shedding

success. In order to minimize puncture wounds, cutting, bleeding, and

the loss of claw and legs when emptying pots or pounds, try not to

shake the pot too much or dump peele , on top of each other.

Peelers should be cuLled during fishing with ripe   rank! crabs

separated from green crabs. When packing crabs in baskets or boxes,

avoid the crushing effects of weight by Limiting the number of peelers

in any one container. Shallow containers will help prevent

over-packing . The addition of brush or alternate layering of moist

sea grass or pine needles wilL help reduce the possibilities for

injury. Boxed peelers should not be exposed to direct sunlight, but

should be kept in a shaded area, as well as being covered with moist

burlap or other materials. Additionally, peelers should be packed



right side up, not carelessly thrown together. Packed peelers should

not be allowed to come in contact with gas/oil leaks or fumes.

FIGURE 12. Three dimensional drawing of an inwater crab float for shedding crabs. For
dimensions, refer to text.



Facility Design and Construction

As mentioned previously, there are basically two methods for

holding peelers for shedding purposes, either in � water crab floats or

on-shore in tanks with a flow-through or a recirculating water supp1,y.

The Float 0 erat ion

The crab floats of today are little changed from those existing

at the beginning of the industry  Figure 12! . Floats are made

entirely of wood, usually pine, and are of a basic design although

variations  mainly in size! are found. They often are 3' or 4' wide,

12' long and 15" � 18" deep.

Floats for white or pink sign crabs have slat bottoms of narrow

boards �" x 4" or 6"! with 1/2" spaces between them to allow

circulation of water through the float. For ripe peelers and buster

crabs, the bottom boards are fit tightly together. In both, the sides

and ends are constructed of vertically placed laths �-1/2" wide! with

1/4"-1/2" spaces between them. On board bottom floats, 1/4" mesh

galvanized hardware cloth may be tacked to the sides and ends to

prevent the entry of predators such as eel.s and bull minnows, A

wooden shelf, 6 to 8 inches wide encircles the float at about

mid � depth. This wing stabilizes the float and helps buoy it at a

level preventing escape of the crabs. Bracing should be added at the

top and bottom of the float for increased structural strength,

Sometimes screened covers are installed to keep waterfowl, gulls,



kingfishers, raccoons and other predators out of the floats, but

usually floats are left uncovered.

Most float operations are located in shallow coves, harbors or

inlets which are protected from excessive wind and wave action. These

same locations > unfortunately, lack adequate currents, thus

circulation of water is poor. Without the proper circulation, waste

products from the crabs accumulate, dissolved oxygen can be depleted

and water temperature can rise to lethal levels. Natural ebb and

flood tide or water currents are required to promote movement of water

through the floats, and water depth must be sufficient to keep floats

from resting on the bottom at ebb tide,

These situations can become critical during long periods of low

rainfall and high summer temperatures. Since the crabs are confined

to the upper 9 to 12 inches of the water column  due to the nature of

the float construction! this exposure may become severe . At this

depth, morta1.ity in the floats can also occur from freshwater runoff

from heavy rainfall because of the rapid change in temperature and

salinity.

Most floats are painted, usually with anci-fouling paint.

However, the use of paints containing copper, which is toxic to

crustaceans, should be avoided . Instead of painting with a toxic

compound to control fouling, floats may be removed from the water

periodically as needed, scrubbed to remove the fouling plants and

animals, and dried for several days to prevent rot and destroy

wood � borers. Operations employing floats will have sloping plat forms



or runners onto which the floats may be hauled for cleaning and drying

or storage.

A commercial float operation will consist of either a wooden

building  " shanty", "shedding house" or "soft-crab house"! supported

on pilings over the water or a shore-based building, and adj acent

floats. Floats will be moored to stakes driven into the bottom at

regular intervals. In some cases, a breakwater may be required to

keep high waves from rocking the floats and tearing them Loose from

their moorings. Between stakes and suspended above the floats are

lights to facilitate working at night.

The use of floats over an entire season is not widespread within

the industry. In many cases floats are used only during times of peak

peeler abundance, mainly the f ir st run in ear Ly summer and pos s ibl y

the late summer. At other times they are used for short-term holding

when all shore based tanks are full .

Of the methods used to produce soft crabs, floats are the least

expensive to construct, maintain and operate. They require no

elaborate wood-working skills, and are easily built. Once in place,

the only financial requirements are for labor and a small electrical

charge for lighting. However, this is where the advantages cease,

There are more disadvantages than advantages to a float

operation. To begin with, there is the need for waterfront property

conducive to the siting of many moored floats. Second, when using

floats there is no control over the environment. As mentioned



previously, short-term fluctuations in temperature and salinity can

cause catastrophic deaths. Crabs held in f Loats also are exposed to

predation by animals both in and out of the water. However, perhaps

the greatest drawback to a float operation is the physical difficulty

associated with tending a group of moored boxes. Removal of soft

crabs and empty sheds f rom f lost s, and re-sor t ing crabs generally have

to be done from a skif f, with the operator bending over the gunnel;

back breaking work, in other words. The desire for convenience, more

than any other, led to the development of the shore � based facility.



The Shore-Based Facilit

Either the open or closed seawater system may be employed in a

shore based tank operation, depending on the location of the facility

and preference of the crab shedder. The open system is commonly used

in shedding operations situated within reasonable pumping distance of

a natural supply of good quality brackish water; the water is pumped

into the tanks, passes through the syste~ and is returned to the river

or bay. The closed system involves the recirculation of a given

volume of water within a series of tanks and filtration units. This

type of facility is usually located in areas where it is impractical

or impossible to pump from a natural water supply or because of poor

water quality.

There are features unique to each of these systems, but they have

the same basic components and recommendations for their construction,

as well as considerations designed to make the systems functional .

Tank and Su orts

The most common type of tank used in the industry today is one

constructed of wood, with outside dimensions of 4' x 8' x

approximately 9-3/4"  depending upon the thickness of tank floor!

 Figure 13!. This size is derived from the basic sizes of the

materials used . The bottom of the tank is formed by a 4' x 8' piece

of plywood . Although marine grade plywood is preferred and is more

expensive, a good grade of exterior plywood will provide many years of

service. Floor thicknesses of l/2" to 3/4" are normal in wooden



tanks. Onto the plywood are fastened sides of 2" x IO" pine  dressed

size is I � 3/4 " x 9"! . While most softwoods are acceptable for tank

construction, wood such as western red cedar, Tennessee cedar and

redwood should not be used as they may be toxic to crabs.

Some tanks will have an additional lip around the top edge that

protrudes 2 � 3 inches towards the tank center. The purpose of this

lip is to prevent crabs from escaping.

When attaching the sides to the bottom, there are several

alternatives available. The one chosen will depend upon finances and

where the tanks will be located. The simplest method is to nail or

screw the sides to the bottom board, without any sealant. Initially,

leaks are unavoidable, but in many cases after water is put in the

tank and the wood has had an opportunity to swell, these may cease.

If the tanks are to be located where water leaks can do no harm,

nailing is an acceptable method . However, if the tanks are to be

situated where water leaks may cause problems  i.e., indoors!,

additional measures should be taken in building tanks.

One method for making a tank watertight is to apply a thin bead

of "liquid nails" to the board prior to nailing. "Liquid nails" comes

in a caulking tube, is easily applied and is waterproof when it dries.

Additionally, it wi11 provide extra holding power to the wood seams.

Tanks may be coated with various epoxy resins or fiberglass to

seal them. One epoxy resin that is quite satisfactory is GLUVIT. It

not only waterproofs the wood, but seals the joints and is durable



FlGURE 13. Typical wooden shedding tank located alongside a water source and under a covering. Notice
the lip around the top edge of the sides and the placement of the water inflow at opposite corners,



FIGURE 14. Concrete block shedding tanks arranged along a floor inside a building.

FIGURE 15. Example of commercially produced fiberglass shedding tanks.



enough to be scrubbed. GLUVIT is much easier to apply than fiberglass

cloth and resin, another alternative, but may breakdown in sunlight

unless painted or shaded.

If a tank is sealed, by whatever means, prior to operation it

should be f i lied with water and flushed several t imes in order to

le ach out any t ox ic compound s

Some crab shedders paint the interior of their tanks. If tanks

are to be painted, a nontoxic epoxy type paint should be used. Light

colored paints should be avoided in favor of a more "natural" color

 brown, sand � colored, etc, ! . There is some evidence that crabs may

delay shedding when placed on a light-colored  white! background.

Anti � fouling paints should not be used.

Al.though wooden tanks are the easiest to construct, those who

want to invest more money initially on permanent equipment should

consider the construction of concrete   cinderblock! tanks ar purchase

of gel-coated fiberglass tanks  Figures 14 and 15!. Concrete tanks,

however, have several disadvantages. Once they are set they cannot be

rearranged without some demolishing and they require a coating of a

nontoxic epoxy resin as a sealant. Fiberglass tanks, on the other

hand, are relatively lightweight, quite strong, require no painting

and, with reasonable care, should outlast wooden tanks. Fiberglass

tanks are available from commercial sources for approximately $200

each.



There is no specific design required for tank support. Some

shedders use trestles or sawhorses; some place the tanks on pil ings;

concrete tanks are built right on the floor. If a table or other

support method is desired, it should be ruggedly built and reinforced

according to the size of the tank it will support. A cubic foot of

water   7-1 /2 gallons ! weighs 62 .4 pounds . The weight of water in a 4 '

x 8' with the recommended water depth of 4"  approximately BO gallons!

is nearly 660 pounds  Appendix 4! .

If a table support is to be used, it should be constructed with

six 4" x 4" legs bolted to an upper framework of 2" x 6" lumber.

Additional strength is provided by an internal cross-bracing of 2" x

4" boards fastened to the 2" x 6" skirt,

For convenience, the top of a tank should be approximately 30"

from the floor, or about waist level. Double-decking of tanks can

also be done, with one tank supported above the other, if additional

bracing is provided.

Pump

The size of the pump will depend on the volume of the overall

operation. It is necessary, however, that a sufficient circulation

and turnover of water be maintained in order to aerate the water and

to remove toxic waste products. Some of the factors which must be

considered in choosing a pump are �! vertical suction lift from water

to pump, �! the length and diameter of this suction line, �! whether

or not a strainer is employed on the suction line, �! the vertical
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discharge head from the pump, �! the length and diameter of the

discharge line, �! the number and type a f f it t ings   elbows, T ' s,

etc.! in the system, and �! the desired flow rate. Pump

manufacturers can provide prospective buyers directions and formulae

to allow them to utilize these factors and make a decision an pump

size

Pumps currently used by the shedding industry are centrifugal

types, generally high volume � low pressure, and are self-priming.

Many commercial brand name pumps of this type are available  Sears,

Gould, Teel, Wayne, to name a few!. Whatever brand is chosen,

replacement parts should be readily available locally. In addition,

the impeller and other internal pump parts which contact water should

be of a nontoxic material such as plastic or stainless steel . Copper,

monel metal, zinc or lead should not be employed in any water contact

parts

The higher the rate of water turnover, the better conditions will

be for the crabs. In a 4' x 8' tank with 4" of water  about 80

gallons!, it is recommended to replace all the water in the tank every

l2 to 20 minutes, ar 3 to 5 times per hour. For 3 water replacements

per haur �40 gallons!, a flow rate of 4 gallons per minute per tank

would be required; at 5 water replacements per hour �00 gallons!, a

flow rate of almost 7 gallons per minute per tank would be necessary.

For a l0 tank facility to achieve 3 water turnovers per hour, its pump

must be capable of delivering 40 gallons per minute .   Appendix 4

explains how to determine the amount of water in a shedding tank.!



The most popular size pumps in use today are 1-1/2 Hp and 2 Hp.

This size pump is capable of supplying a sufficient water volume to 10

to 20, 4 ' x 8' tanks with 4" of water . The actual number of tanks on

a single pump will depend upon the previously mentioned factors.

Facilities utilizing more than this number of tanks must add

additional pumps accordingly. It is probably best to maintain

pump-tanks integrity so that sections of the facility may be brought

on and off line, depending upon peeler availability.

Plumbin and Flow � throu h Considerations

Just as important as the pump are pipes, plumbing fixtures and

the way the entire facility is laid out. This section will cover the

basics of plumbing and water circulation for a flow-through tank.

These basic construction principles will also apply to recirculating

sys tern s

All piping and related fittings should be corrosion resistant and

of nontoxic material, the most popular of which is polyvinyl chloride

 PV C! . Not only are PVC materials nontoxic, but they are readily

available, easy to work with and come in all shapes and sizes.

Because of PVC's popularity in other industries, every fitting, valve,

nozzle, etc., that would be needed in a crab shedding facility is

available.

Determining the size pipe  internal diameter! to be used will

depend upon your pump selection. Pipe diameter from the water source

to the pump and then from the pump to main water distribution lines
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will be determined by the respective openings on the pump. Normally

pipes with internal diameters of 1-1/2" or 2" are used for input water

and main distribution lines. Then, by using various couplings,

diameters can be reduced down to 1/2" � 1" at the point of delivery to

the shedding tanks. Care should be taken, however, as pump delivery

rates can be significantly reduced by too small delivery lines in

which friction occurs and back pressure on the pump is applied .

The water intake of the system should be placed in the deepest

water possible. A deep location is preferable because the water is

usually cooler and has a more constant salinity than in a shallow

location. The intake should, however, be suspended at least a foot

above the bottom so that mud and sediments are not drawn into the

system. A screened box surrounding the intake is recommended, with

the possibility of using two different screen mesh sizes  e.g., two

screened boxes over intake!  Figure 16! . The outer screen would be of

1" mesh wire  like crab pot wire!, while the inner screened box would

be of 1/4" hardware cloth. The outer screen would catch larger pieces

of debris, the inner smaller pieces. Intake screens must be cleaned

or replaced periodically to prevent disruption of flow into the pump.

When situating the pump and water intake, it should be remembered

that it is easier for a pump to "push" water than to "pull" it.

Therefore, the pump should be located as close to the water source as

possible, Also, the intake should be located as far away from the

discharge from the shedding tanks as possible. It would be

detrimental to the entire system if the deoxygenated, waste-laden

outflow water were to be picked up in the intake and recycled.
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Surface fouling organisms  barnacles, sea squirts, oysters and

other encrusting animals! can set in pipelines and seriously impede

water f Low. Per iod ic shutdown and back f 1.ushing with fresh water will

kill the organisms and free the Lines. Also, the system can be

shutdown and water be allowed to stand in. the pipes for about a week

to become deoxygenated  go anaerobic!, thus killing the fouling

organisms which can then be flushed from the lines. Fouling organisms

can also be mechanically removed by including removal caps in the

plumbing, so that a brush or other reaming device can be run through

the pipes.

In the Chesapeake area, frequent shutdowns may be necessary for

ridding pipes of fouling organisms. Since this may not be practical

with a single pump and line system, a double system may be needed .

The dual system allows one set of pump and lines to be placed in

operation while the other set is being cleaned .

It is essential to achieve good water circulation within

individual shedding tanks. This will insure that oxygenated water is

supplied to all portions of the shedding tank, as well as provide for

the removal of waste materials. Therefore, the introduction of water

to the shedding tanks and subsequent discharge should be designed to

provide good circulation .

There are several ways currently employed by industry members for

water inflow and drainage within shedding tanks  Figures 17 and L9! .

The most prevalent means of water introduction is hy overhead spray.

Water is sprayed down vertically or at a slight angle in single or



FIGURE 16. Construction details for a two-box
screened water intake The smaller, inner box should
be constructed of small mesh wire �/4"!. The larger
outer box should be larger mesh  I "!. A buoyed line
is attached to allow for raising the screened intake for
periodic cleaning.

FIGURE l7, Examples of overhead water introduc-
tion into shedding tanks. An even simpler method is
a piece of PVC pipe with holes drilled in it, extending
over all shedding tanks, A disadvantage is not being
able to control water going to individual tanks.



water flow

FIGURE 18. A simple T-aspirator. More elaborate aspirators can be purchased or con-
structed using reduction couplings and special parts. A detailed description of an elabo-
rate aspirator can be found in Perry, et al,

FIGURE 19. Layout for a flow-through shedding system employing dual water injection
and center drain for optimum water circulation. Arrows indicate direction of water flow.
 A! Water pump.  ll! Main water delivery line,  C! Valve with a reduction coupling.
 D! Tank water delivery line.  E! Tank standpipe drain.  F! Main drain line.



multiple streams. These can come from short supply pipes or from

holes drilled in an overhead pipe. This method agitates the surface,

mixing air with the water . Its disadvantages are that it does not

encourage circulation of water in the tank and that valves located

overhead are often difficult to reach.

Since water is introduced to the tanks under pressure,

modification in the plumbing can be made in conjunction with a variety

of fittings to implement. not only the direct ion of flow of water in

the tanks, but also the introduction of oxygen. Systems employing

aspirator valves in the section of pipe supplying each tank are

another means of aerating water . Commercial aspirators are available

or can be built out of easily obtained materials.

A simple aspirator can be built by adding a T to the inflow at

the tank  Figure 18! . The arm of the T should point upward. This

arrangement allows air to be sucked into the water as it moves by the

T' s opening.

One method of water introduction that has proven very successful

for obtaining good water circulation involves beLow-surface or just

above surface inflows at opposite corners of a tank  Figure 19! . This

creates a circular motion within the tank, eliminating dead spots. It

also tends to concentrate silt and debris  crab parts and wastes! in

the center of the tank, making for easy cleaning. This is especially

true if a center drain is used,



Water can be drained from tanks by holes either in the bottom of

the tank with stand pipe drains or through the sides of the tanks with

overflow pipes. Regardless of the methods used, water depth in the

shedding tank is regulated by the drain. It is necessary to have only

enough water to cover the backs of crabs, about 4".

Overflow pipes can be of two types. The more simple one is a

straight piece of pipe through the side or end of a tank at the

desired water depth  F igure 20A! . When water reaches Chat level it

merely flows out . In some cases this flow goes directly to another

shedding tank or tanks, prior Co being eventually discharged

overboard . The other overflow method involves an elbow and moveable

arm  Figure 20B!. A piece of pipe goes through the end of a tank near

the bottom; to this is attached, but not sealed, an elbow; into the

elbow is placed another piece of pipe. With this arrangement, water

depth can be regulated by the angle at which the attached pipe is set.

Water depth   and drainage! is most commonly regulated by means of

a standpipe drain . Drain pipes are usually l-l/2" � 2" in. diameter .

Water level is controlled by the height of the pipe, Standpipes can

either be a simple, single-pipe or a double-pipe arrangement . With a

single-pipe, water will be drawn off the surface, allowing silt and

pieces of debris to settle and collect. within the tank   Figure 21A!.

The double-pipe drain causes water to be drawn from the bottom of

the tank, thus creating a self-cleaning system  Figure 21B!. To

construct a self-cleaning drain, begin by installing a single

standpipe of the desired height . Next take a piece of pipe 2" to 4"



FIGURE 20.  A! Simple overflow pipe through the end of a shedding tank. Pipe place-
ment regulates depth, but is unchangeable,

FIGURE 20.  II! Overflow pipe employing a movable arm and elbow. By changing the
angle of the arm-elbow, water depth can be regulated within the sheddmg tank.



FIGURE 21. Standpipe drain construction options.

j /4 " hole, l inch f rom
bot tom f or emergency
drainage

 A! Single piece of PVC pipe cut to the desired water depth  about 4"! draws water
from the surface for drainage, It should be removable to facilitate total drainage or for

tank cleaning.  B! Double pipe design. A 2-pipe system where water depth is controlled by the inner
pipe, the outer pipe insures that water is drawn from the bottom, thus helping to remove
mud, excreta and other debris. Both pipes should be easily removable for total drainage
and tank cleaning.

serrations all

around base

outside pipe

1/4" hole, l inch
from bottom for

emergency drainage

inside pipe direction of
water flow

total systetn



inches larger in diameter and approximately 2" longer than this first

pipe. In the larger pipe 1" notches should be cut around one end.

This larger pipe is now placed over the smal ler pipe with the notched

end down. The inside pipe will still regulate water depth, but now

water and silt will be sucked out through the notches in the bottom

edge of the outer pipe, go between the two pipes and then over the top

of the ins ide pipe .

Whichever standpipe system is used, it should be easily removable

for flushing. Additionally, a 1/4" hole should be drilled about l"

from the bottom of the pipe which controls water depth. This will act

as an emergency drain should water flow stop from an electrical or

mechanical failure . Crabs completely submerged in still water can

quickly deplete available oxygen and die, However, if held in only

enough water to keep their gills moist, they will be able to "bubble"

and receive atmospheric oxygen.

Placement of the drain should also be considered when designing

for good water circulation . Avoid placing drains directly under or in

the path of incoming water, If water is coming in from overhead,

determine the furthest point from the inflow and place the drain

there. When water enters from opposite corners, as mentioned

previously, a center, self-cleaning drain is recommended. In this

configuration silt and debris are moved towards the center and then

drained from the system.

Water leaving i~dividual tanks can be returned to the original

water supply by means of pipes, channels, or ditches, depending upon



shedding facility Location, If piping is used, it should be of

suf ficient internal diameter to handle the volume of water leaving, as

welL as having air space left over. This will prevent drain water

from backing up. For example, assume a 2" standpipe drain, under the

shedding tank would be another length of 2" pipe emptying into a main

drain line of 4" to 6" diameter which collects water from several or

all shedding tanks. Drainage is by gravity flow,

When assembling the entire shedding facility it should be

remembered that elbows, T's, or other bends and angles all tend to

impede water flow by increasing friction. The ultimate result is a

reduced flow rate. Although these fittings are necessary they should

be held to a minimum.

It will be desirable to have some control valves within the

system. Points where they may be located are: at water inflows to

individual tanks to help regulate flow rate or to facilitate culling

by turning off the water supply; at main distribution lines to a

series of tanks in order to take a number of tanks out of service; or

at the pump to regulate water flow. As with everything else in the

system, any valves used should be of nontoxic material construction.

It is desirable to have the shedding facility under a roof or

covering o f some kind to prov id e shade  he l ping in temperature

control! and eliminate problems from rainfall. You will also be

better able to protect your investments from predators or poachers.

Overhead Lighting should be kept to a minimum and only used when



necessary to harvest sof t crabs or culling, otherwise, keep it turned

off.

A final word on facility construction: learn to be your own

carpenter, plumber and electrician. Being able to do most or all of

the construction on your facility will save you money. Likewise,

you' ll be able to handle repairs on your own � try finding  or

affording! a plumber to make a house call at 2;00 a.m.!

During the past few years a great deal of interest has been

generated over the use of closed   recirculating! water systems for

crab shedding . A closed system is essentially a large aquarium for

holding shedding crabs. All construction parts and considerations

mentioned in regard to flow-through systems apply to closed systems as

well. Closed systems offer several advantages over traditional

methods. Foremost among these is better control over environmental

factors: salinity can be maintained at a constant level; temperatures

can be kept lower than Lhose of natural waters; there are no dangers

from pollutants or siltation; and, water clarity can be increased. A

closed system may also free one from the necessity of having costly

waterfront property . Closed systems can be constructed most anywhere .

However, a closed system has disadvantages as well . It is more

complex and costly to build and maintain than a flow-through system,

and since there is no overboard discharge constant attention is

required for the control. of toxic wastes added to the system by crabs.
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Crabs continue their normal bodily functions of respiration and

excretion in the closed system. Respiration can result in increased

levels of carbon dioxide and decreased levels of oxygen in the water,

Excretory products can become toxic to peelers and soft crabs. These

materials must be removed for the health of the crabs . This means

filtration, defined in its broadest sense.

There are three general types of filtration that can be used in a

cl.osed system: biological, chemical and mechanical. In any one

system, a combination of these will prove effective . However, of the

three, biological filtration. is by far the most important.

Biological filtration is the conversion of toxic nitrogenous

waste products into less harmful compounds by bacterial action within

a filter bed . This occurs in a step � wise process identified as the

nitrogen cycle  Figure 22!. The first step in this process is the

conversion of organic nitrogen  waste products, proteins and amino

acids! into ammonia. Ammonia is then further processed by bacteria

into nitrite, and nitrite into nitrate . Both ammonia and nitrite are

toxic to peelers at relatively low concentrations, approximately 7 and

parts per million  ppm! respectively. Nitrate is much less toxic

than ammonia or nitrite, requiring concentrations hundreds of times

greater Lo cause mortalities. The bacteria which accomplish these

conversions are known as nitrifying bacteria, and are the mainstay of

any biological fil ter .

Nitrifying bacteria have certain requirements for growth and

reproduction. They are aerobic, meaning they need oxygen to survive
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FIGURE 22. Pathway for nitrogen breakdown  nitrogen
cycle! within a biological filter.
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FIGURE 23. Typical conditioning response in a biological
filter, Initially, ammonia levels will increase; populations of
Si trosomonas bacteria grow and consume ammonia, nitrite
concentrations increase. finally, as /Vi rfobac ter populations
increase, nitrite is converted to less toxic nitrate. The
whole process can be viewed as a step-wise procedure occur-
ring over several weeks.



It is important to note that the bacteria in a properly functioning

filter may actually consume more oxygen than the crabs in the system.

Oxygen levels of 4 ppm or greater are necessary to maintain bacterial

growth . Nitrifying bacteria are also surface dependent and surface

limited . This means they require a substrate to grow onto, and that

the more surface area available, the more bacteria can be supported.

They are also pH sensitive, preferring more of a neutral  pH 7.0!

environment to an acidic  less than 7.0! or alkaline  greater than

7.0! one . Finally, they are slow growers, taking weeks to build up

their numbers under the best of conditions. This point is important

when starting a biological filter .

Recent research has indicated that as many as 30 days are needed

for a filter to become ready  conditioned ! to receive peelers

 Figure 23!. This ~cans that the closed system must be started and

the biological filter conditioned in advance of when peelers are to be

added, The necessary filter bacteria occur naturally in brackish

water as well as in soil. To shorten the time required for the filter

to become conditioned, use natural sea water and add soil nitrifying

bacteria. To obtain soil bacteria, put some garden soil in a jar,

fill it 3/4 full of fresh water, and then shake vigorously. After the

soil has settled, the water containing bacteria can be added to the

system. Another method to speed the establishment of filter bacteria

is to obtain filter material and water from an established

recirculating system.



Just adding bacteria to a filter is not enough. In order for

them to grow and reproduce, they must be fed. In other words, waste

materials must be supplied to them. Turtles, catf ish and hard crabs

are less af fected by ammonia than other f ish or shell f ish and when

placed in the system will supply the necessary wastes that are sources

of food for the bacteria,

To have suitable numbers of bacteria to convert waste materials

to less harmful compounds, biological filters must provide suitable

substrate upon which the bacteria may grow. A biological filter is

nothing more than a box containing materials that provide increased

surface area on which bacteria become established. Mast any material

can be used, such as rocks or shells. The size of the individual

pieces of filter material should be such as Eo provide maximum surface

area and permit ample water flow through the filter. It is

recommended that individual pieces of the filter medium be no smaller

than 1" in diameter.

An additional consideration when choosing filter material is its

buffering capabilities. As a result of biological action  crab and

bacteria metabolism!, there is a tendency for the water within a

closed system Co become acidic  decrease in pH!. Without some method

to restore pH to a healthy level, it will continue to decrease

ultimately causing crab deaths. The use of marerials high in

carbonates as filter medium will counteract this acid buildup. These

materials are naturally occurring in the form of dolomite gravel  high

in magnesium carbonates! and oyster or clam shells  high in calcium
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carbonates! . Limestone, although similar to dolomite, does not have

sufficient magnesium concentrations to be an effective buffer.

Biological filters in the Chesapeake Bay area are constructed

differently from those in the Gulf of Mexico. In the Gulf states a

multi medium filter is being used, while in the Chesapeake a single

material. is used. The same principles of biological f iltrat ion apply

to both methods, and each has proven successful under shedding

conditions in its respective region. For a description of the filters

being used in the Gulf of Mexico, the reader is referred to "The

fishery for soft crabs with emphasis on the development of a closed

recirculating seawater system for shedding crabs" by Perry, Ogle and

Nicholson, which appeared in Proceed ings of the Blue Crab Collo uium

  listed in the add it ional reading sect ion! . The following are

construction descriptions of biological filters being employed in

Chesapeake Bay.

The Chesapeake Bay filter is called a downflow submerged filter.

Water enters from the top, passes through the filter material and is

removed  pumped ! from the bottom af the filter box . The filter

materials are always covered with water. While most any kind of box

will hold the filter material, the most prevalent type is the bottom

half of a concrete septic tank. For a 20 tank shedding system, the

bottom half of a 700 to 1000 gallon septic tank is used . To hold down

costs, flawed septic tank bottoms that do not meet health department

requirements for use in a sanitary system are utilized . They are
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available at a reduced price. However, there should be no large leaks

in the walls .

The filter material being used in Chesapeake Bay is oyster shell.

Oyster shell is readily available at reasonable prices and provides

the necessary buffering and surface area requirements for a biological

filter. Kt can be obtained as whole shell or in 1" diameter pieces,

or can be easily crushed to make pieces.

There are two ways in which the oyster shell. can be placed into

the filter box. Both methods currently are being used in Virginia.

The first method involves a tray system to hold both whole and/or

crushed oyster shell  Figure 24!. Prior to building trays or adding

shells to the septic tank, a solid partition 6 to 12 inches from an

end wall and extending from the top to within a few inches of the

bottom is installed inside the tank. This creates a head chamber

within the septic tank. Two or three trays that will fit snugly into

the larger section of the septic tank are constructed of 2" X 4" wood

with crab pot wire bottoms �" mesh preferable!, An additional center

cross piece should be added to each tray for increased strength.

Short legs   about 4"! should be spaced around the bot tarn of the trays.

Kither whole oyster shells or pieces of shell 1" in diameter or larger

are put into each tray and the trays are stacked within the septic

tank. Oyster shells to be used should be old, sun-bleached  white!

shell, without any pieces of oyster meat or living organisms  mussels,

barnacles, worms, etc .! attached . Water is introduced to the filter

over the tray system and is pumped out from the small head chamber .



FIGURE 24. Cross section of a biological filter employing a tray system for holding filter
material  oyster shells!,  A! PVC pipe �"- 6" i.d,! carrying water from the shedding
tanks.  B! Bottom half of a septic tank containing the biological filter.  C! Water dis-
tribution trough to "spread" water over the filter material.  D! Removable trays to hold
filter material, constructed of 2" X 4" lumber with I" mesh wire bottoms and 4"-6" legs
for stacking within the septic tank.  E! Filter material  sunbleached oyster sheUs!.  F!
"Open" space under the bottom tray.  G! Solid partition within the septic tank creating
a head chamber from which water will be pumped,  H! Water suction line,  I! Pump.
 J! Pipe leading to protein skimmer Arrows indicate direction of water flow.



This forces the water to be drawn down through the oyster shell and

pass under the partition prior to being returned to the shedding tanks

or sent to another filtering device.

The second method for constructing the interior of a biological

filter is much simpler . It utilizes a length �0 '-3 i'! of 4"

  internal diameter! corrugated black plastic drainfield pipe, with

holes cut along the sides and whole oyster shells for filter material.

The drainfield pipe is "snaked" back and forth over the bottom of the

septic tank, taking care to have the holes pointing to the sides and

not up and down. The pump intake should be inserted several feet into

one end of the drainfield pipe . Usually a piece of PVC pipe is used

for this connection to the pump, Then whole, sun-bleached oyster

shells are put into the septic tank until it is approximately 2/3

full. No trays are used. As in the previous filter, water enters

from the top, passes through the oyster shell and is pumped from the

bot tom.

Regardless of the construction method chosen, a trough to

distribute incoming water evenly over the filter surface should be

included, This trough serves several purposes. First, by spreading

the water over the surface of the f ilter, it helps prevent

channelization through the filter material, which would reduce filter

efficiency, A trough can also help reoxygenate water entering the

filter through increased agitation and surface distrubance. Finally,

the trough can catch large pieces of crab debris and prevent them from

entering the filter .



A distribution trough can easily be constructed of corrugated

fiberglass roofing sheets  Figure 25!. With the corrugations running

lengthwise, bend and fasten a piece of this material into a U shape.

Sol.id ends should be added. Along the entire length of the trough

make regularly spaced slit cuts across the corrugation ridges. These

slits will allow water to pass through onto the filter below.

The final part to a biological filter is a top, and a simple

sheet of plywood is sufficient. A top prevents extraneous materials

from entering the filter, cuts down on water evaporation, and keeps

rain water out. Additionally, nitrifying bacteria prefer to be in a

darkened environment . It also prevents people from accidently falling

into the filter.

The goal of a biological filter is to provide a favorable

environment for bacteria to convert all entering toxic nitrogenous

waste materials into ~itrate . Although nitrate is much less toxic

than ammonia or nitrite, given time it may reach dangerous levels.

There is another type of bacteria, denitrifying, that attacks nitrate

and converts it to free nitrogen gas, which is released to the

atmosphere . Unfortunately, unlike nitrifying bacteria, denitri fying

bacteria being anaerobic, must work in the absence of oxygen. There

are other means of reducing nitrate concentrations, however

Two different approaches are being taken by commercial crab

shedders to reduce nitrate levels in closed systems. One method being

tried in the Gulf of Mexico region is to incorporate an algae-growing

tank within the system. Inorganic nitrate is nothing more than

�6!



FIGURE 25. Trough to evenly distribute incoming water over the biological filter,



FIGURE 26. Protein skimmer attached to a tree at a
Virginia soft crab production facility,



fertilizer, and algae can use it as a nutrient source for growth. The

method being used to reduce nitrate levels in Chesapeake Bay closed

systems involves replacing a portion of the water at regular

intervals. This is not only easier and less complicated than growing

algae, but also reduces ammonia and nitrite levels as well. A good

rule of thumb is to replace about a quarter of the volume of water in

the entire system with new water every 2 to 3 weeks.

I'ollowing biological filtration in importance to a closed system

is chemical filtration, Certain chemicals such as proteins, fats ana

sugars are released in crab feces and urine. They dissolve in water

and may buildup to critical levels «ven when a biological filter is in

operat ion, Since these compounds remove oxygen from the water, they

compete with crabs for available oxygen. However, not all nitrogenous

compounds, such as proteins, are coverted to ammonia and then to

nitrite and nitrate

"Chemical filtration" in a shedding system does not necessarily

refer to a reaction such as that which occurs between acidic  vinegar!

and alkaline  baking soda! compounds. Rather, it refers to a complex

process known as adsorption. Adsorption is the concentation or

buildup of dissolved substances at a surface or interface . By

creating an interface upon which dissolved organic substances can

become attached, it is possible to remove them from the system . The

intertace to be created is between air and water, bubbles in the

water . Bubbles passed through a column of water will accumulate

dissolved substances on their surface, resulting in a foam. The foam



can be skimmed off the water and discarded. This process is called

foam fractionation, airstripping or protein skimming.

Besides benefits derived from direct removal of dissolved organic

materials, protein skimmers have addit ional value. Since much of the

organic material being removed is acidic in nature, skimmers are an

additional aid in maintaining a stable pH. Also, because of the way

skimmers function, they are excellent means of ensuring a well aerated

water supply to shedd ing tanks.

Commercially, skimmers are available in a variety of sizes. They

ut ilize a countercurrent flow of compressed air against water, which

creates the foam and causes it to flow to a chamber which can be

emptied at periodic intervals. However, this requires that an air

compressor be utilized as well as a water circulating pump. Protein

skimmers employed by Chesapeake Bay crab shedders use designs which

eliminate the need for an outside air compressor and which are easy to

construct.

The typical protein skimmer  Figure 26!, is constructed entirely

of PVC pipe and may be one of two basic designs. The main portion of

each design is formed by an upright, 10' � 15' length of PVC pipe with

an internal diameter of 6" � 12"  Figure 27!. The bottom end of the

pipe is capped . This allows the pipe to hold a column of water.

Water will enter the skimmer approximately 8"-12" from the bottom and

will leave via a pipe inserted through the center of the bottom cap.

When the water enters the skimmer there will be a short piece of pipe

and an elbow that directs it upward  Figure 28!. A valve in the pipe
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FIGURE 27. Diagrammatic representation of a protein skimmer, This particular skim-
mer employs an orifice venturi  aspirator! as a means of introducing air into the water
column. Dimensions are representative of protein skimmers currently in use. Refer to
Figure 28 for cross-sectional view.
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FIGURE 2S. Cross-sectional view of a protein skimmer.



leaving the skimmer will help regulate the height of water in the

skissser. The difference in the designs is in how air is introduced

into the water. Both methods utilize a venturi aspirator; one method

uses a venturi with a throat, the other employs an orifice venturi or

aspirator plate.

A venturi aspirator works on principles associated with water

flowing through pipes of changing diameters and subsequent ef fects on

air pressure. Water flowing through a pipe of varying size increases

in speed as the area of the cross-section decreases  smaller

diameter!. If the diameter of the pipe is then increased, ~ater is

"j etted" into the larger pipe and the air pressure near the outlet of

the smaller diameter pipe can be reduced below atmospheric pressure.

This reduced pressure could draw in air through a hole in the side of

the smaller pipe, providing the needed air bubbles for a protein

s k immer to f unc t ion.

A throat venturi can be elaborate or it can be constructed simply

using car body putty and PVC pipe  Figure 29!. Using the body putty

method, a 4" piece of PVC pipe � l/2" or 2" diameter, depending upon

the discharge opening of your water pump! is packed solid with body

putty. Before the body putty is allowed to set, small nails should be

nailed through the PVC pipe, extending into the putty. These will act

as anchors to prevent the putty from shifting from water pressure.

After the putty has set, a 3/4" diameter hold is drilled entirely

through the center of the putty. At both ends of the pipe, the putty

  39!



is countersunk to a depth of one inch. In the middle of the PVC pipe,

a 1/4" hole is drilled through to the small diameter center hole.

In order for a throat venturi to work effectively a water flow

rate of 20 � 30 gallons per minute at a pump discharge pressure of 100

psi is required. High pressure pumps tend to be more expensive to

purchase and operate. An orifice venturi, however, will function

using the more popular high volume-low pressure pumps common in the

shedding indust ry.

An orifice venturi is nothing more than a constriction or

obstruction in a pipe and an adjacent opening to the air. Its

placement, however, is critical. Additionally, extra piping is

required. With a throat venturi, the inflow pipe can be directly

plumbed to its entrance into the main skimmer body. However, with the

orifice venturi, a pipe must first run up the outside of the main body

of the skimmer, make two right angle bends, then run down the outside

of the main body before entering the skimmer  Figure 26 and 27!. The

orifice venturi is placed at the start of the down leg, allowing

gravity to aid in water flow and aeration, This does away with the

need for a high pressure pump and also eliminates potential back

pressure problems on the pump.

Construction of the orifice venturi is a simple task   Figure 30!.

Prior to connecting the down leg pipe mentioned previously a hard

plastic or metal  nontoxic ! disk is inserted, This disc should be of

a sufficient diameter to fit tightly into the downward elbow, If this

diameter is 2", then a hole 1/2 this diameter �"! should be drilled
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FICURE 29. Details for the construction of a simple throat venturi.  A! A 4" piece of
PVC pipe is packed with car body putty, and nails are added to anchor putty.  8! A hole
I/2 the diameter of the pipe is drilled through the center of the hardened body putty. In
the middle of the PVC pipe a I/4" hole is drilled to the center hole.  C! The ends of the
body putty are countersunk to I".  D! Placement of the throat venturi at the top of
the outside pipes on a protein skimmer  see Figure 27!. A piece of window screening
over the small hole will prevent insects from clogging the opening.



This type of construction negates the need for fancy
tooling or for an additional compressed air source

E lbow Elbow "A"

Pipe "B"
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FIGURE 30. Construction details for an orifice venturi  aspirator!.
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sucks air in through the hole drilled in Pipe
"B", oxygenating the water.



into the center of the disc. The disc is then put into the down elbow

and the down leg pipe sealed in place. This creates the constriction

in the water flow, forcing the water to again jet through the hole,

Then about 1/4"-1/2" below the bottom of the down elbow, a 1/4" hole

is drilled to allow air to be sucked into the down leg pipe . This

hole should either be covered with window screen to prevent insects

from plugging it, or should be fitted with a stop-cock valve, The

stop-cock valve gives the capability of varying the amount of air that

can be sucked in. Observations indicate that the "consistency" of the

foam produced can be varied by the amount of air being allowed into

the water column .

The final type of f iltration, mechanical, is really a strainer to

catch large pieces of debris and trap silt before they enter the

biological filter . Although to some degree the biological filter

trough acts as a mechanical filter, a separate mechanical filter is

included within the Chesapeake Bay closed system.

The most common mechanical filter is nothing more than fiberglass

insulation material, held in some manner in the water flow of the

system  Figure 31!. Some operators have built frames with pieces of

plastic window screen stretched across them and then sandwiched

fiberglass insulation between them . Other facilities use plastic milk

crates   approximately 1-1/2 ' x 1-1 /2 '! into which the insulation

material is stuffed. Generally, these filters are placed at the point

where water enters the biological filter, Then, as the surface of the

fiberglass accumulates sediments or other debris> the operator can



either peel off a part of the top insulation or just discard the

entire f iberglass section and replace it with new clean material.

The typical lay � out of a closed system which utilizes a septic

tank biological filter, a protein skimmer with an orifice venturi and

a fiberglass mechanical. filter follows  Figure 32! . Starting at the

shedding tanks, water vill flow by gravity toward the biological

filter, For this to work the biological filter must be buried with

its top at ground level or a few inches above ground level. Putting

the biological filter in the ground is also a means of controlling

temperature. Prior to entering the biological filter, waste water

will pass through the mechanical filter and into the distribution

trough. From the biological filter, water will be pumped �-1/2 hp or

2 hp pump! to the protein skimmer . The protein skimmer must be

elevated above the level of the shedding tanks to create a sufficient

head pressure to deliver water to the shedding tanks by gravity flow.

Generally, the botto~ of the skimmer must be raised about 10' above

the shedding tanks to accomplish this. Skimmers have been attached to

telephone poles, trees and the sides of buildings.

A variation on this system employs two biological filters, a

protein skimmer and two pumps  Figure 33! . A smaller biological

filter of the same construction as the larger one  not using a septic

tank, however! is inserted following the protei~ skimmer. The protein

skimmer need not be mounted so high, since it does not need to

generate such a large head pressure. From the second biological filter

another pump distributes water to the shedding tanks. This system has



FIGURE 31. A plastic milk crate filled with fiberglass insulation material acting as a
mechanical filter, lts placement between the shedding tanks and biological filter prevents
debris from entering the biological filter.
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FIGURE 32, Schematic for a closed system utilizing a biological filter, mechanical filter
and protein skimmer.  A! Soft crab shedding tank.  B! Mechanical filter.  C! Biolog-
ical filter,  D! Pump.  E! Valve,  F! Throat venturi.  G! Protein skiminer. Arrows
indicate direction of water flow.
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FlGURE 33. Layout for a closed system employing two biological filters, two pumps and a protein skim-
nier.  A! Biological filter No. 1. The larger of the two biological filters, generaHy sunk in the ground.  B!
Protein skimmer. Since it does not feed directly to shedding tanks, it does not require elevation as high as
in a one-pump system: Water still gravity flows to the second biological filter.  C! Biological filter No. 2.
Usually smaller than filter No, 1, and not necessarily sunk into the ground.  D! Shedding tanks. Arrows
indicate direction of water flow,



increased filtration capabilities. Its disadvantages are that it is

more costly to construct and operate, synchronization of the pumps

require extra care and since there are additional features there are

more places for problems to occur .

While there is no longer the problem of positioning intake and

outflow, one must still co~sider the original source of seawater to

fill the closed system. There are two options available .

Some operators of a closed system may wish to haul natural

seawater to their installation . The feasibility of doing this will

depend on the volume of water needed, the distance from the source and

the quality of the natural water . One would have to determine the

difference in cost between the transportation of naturaL water  if it

is of satisfactory quality! and the use of artificial seawater .

If the shedding facility is located within a short distance of a

brackish or marine water supply, it would appear obvious that such a

source be utilized. However, it is suggested that the operator

determine the quality of the water before making any decision . Since

it is particularly beneficial to have the salinity of the water in a

shedding system, nearly the same as that from which the crabs were

caught, this should be considered when dec iding on using a naturaL

water source . The natural water source may not be totally

satisfactory, even if the salinity is within the desired range .

Suspended sediment may be at a level that would be detrimental to the

facility in the form of shut-down time for such tasks as cleaning

tanks, unclogging pipes or repairing pumps. The natural water supply



may contain undesirable concentrations of phosphates, nitrates,

pesticides, heavy metals and other forms of pollution. Rather than

operating with water of low quality, one might consider transporting

water from another source or making artificial seawater.

Artificial sea salts are available commercially. They are

convenient in that one can concoct any salinity desired. Common table

salt or commercial rock salt are not satisfactory for use in making

artificial seawater, Sea salts contain the major chemical elements

and most of the minor elements in the same proportions as in natural

water. The salt mixtures are designed to be made up with fresh water,

Some brands condone the use of tap water; others specify that

deionized or distilled water be used, making them very expensive for

use in a crab shedding facility. Regardless of the brand of

artificial salt used, it is necessary to know the quality of the

freshwater supply. If chlorinated tap water is to be used, the

chlorine in it should be removed by allowing the water to stand for

several days and by bubbling air through it.

In any recirculating system, certain water quality tests must be

made on a routine basis. All of the tests mentioned below should be

performed weekly or more frequently. There are water chemistry kits

or instruments on the market  pet stores, etc .! which allow such

analyses to be performed simply and conveniently. In recirculated

systems the recommended analyses should include: ammonia  danger level

above 7 ppm!; nitrite  danger level above 1 ppm!; nitrate  danger

level unknown, but thought to be hundreds of ppm!; dissolved oxygen



 danger level below 3.0 ppm!; pH  danger level any deviation below 7,0

and above 7.5!; and salinity.

Salinity is the only parameter which cannot be measured with a

water chemistry kit. It is easily estimated by measuring the specific

gravity  density! of the water with an hydrometer available from most

aquarium supply houses or pet stores. It would be better, however, to

pay a little more and buy a direct � reading hydrometer  which shows

salinity! with an expanded scale. Because the water in a closed

system will evaporate, leaving the salts behind, salinity will have a

tendency to rise. When water is first added, establish a baseline

value for salin.ity, then as it rises add fresh water to return it to

the original level.

A few words of caution prior to invest ing in a closed system.

Recirculating systems are not for everybody . If good quality water is

available at your location, an open, flow � through system may be

superior to a closed system. At least an open system should be your

initial shedding facility. If problems are experienced, then consider

a closed system. Closed systems will not prevent all mortalities.

Only those deaths due to poor water quality can be avoided .

Mortalities for any other reason  poor quality peelers, etc.! will

still occur, Do not build a closed syste~ just because it has worked

well for someone else . Consider all the variables already mentioned

and evaluate your own. situation . Lastly, closed system shedding is

still relatively new, with devlopments in information and filtration

happening around the country. Be prepared and willing to change; seek

out other information from different sources.



Facility Operations

Topics dealing with day to day operations of a shedding facility

range from considerations of handling, culling and harvesting to water

quality, and will apply to float and shore-based operations.

To a great extent success in shedding soft crabs will depend upon

the originaL condition, sex and sign of peelers placed in the system.

Already discussed were the types of gear and their affects on peeler

quality. Peelers with injuries such as puncture wounds run a high

risk of not completing a shed. "Nicking" by breaking the movable

finger on a crab's claw is a common practice within the industry but

it is not recommended . It is done to prevent cannibalism and

fighting, primarily among green peelers; rank peelers, being closer to

shedding, normally are not nicked .

Improper nicking can cause bLeeding, sweLling and blood clot

formation in the joint which may Lead to infection and death . Also,

swelling may prevent successfuL claw extraction, causing the crab to

"hang � up " and die or shed without claws . A c Lawless soft crab is

called a "buffalo". Proper separation of peelers of different signs

and good handling practices, along with a properly functioning float

or tank, should be sufficient to keep fighting and cannibalism to a

minimum.

The sign of a peeler has much to do with success in shedding.

The following table illustrates the results of a study conducted in

Grisf ield, Maryland on shedding success of dif ferent sign peelers held

in floats:



TIME TO SHEDSIGN

Red  Rank! 1 � 3 days

2 � 5 days

3 � 10 days

5 � 25 days

91 .2

Pink 83. 5

White

Green  Hard!

59.2

47.5

Among established soft crab producers there is an overwhelming

opinion that female crabs shed better  more successfully! than male

crabs . Major run periods consist largely of female crabs approaching

maturity. These crabs seem to be hardier than male crabs at other

times. Also, male white sign peelers may delay their shedding when in

the presence of rank females. It may be advisable to segregate male

peelers from female peelers.

Peelers of different stages of ripeness should never be mixed in

one tank; each stage should be isolated in its own tank. Those that

are rank  red sign! should not be handled again unti1, they are soft

crabs. Ideally, one would want to hold only rank crabs; during major

run periods  spring and late summer in Virginia! this may be possible,

However, at other times it is necessary to hold white sign crabs .

Tanks in which white sign crabs were originally placed must be culled

through every 3 � 4 days to remove peelers that have advanced to the

next stage. If not, the possibility exists of white crabs

cannibalizing rank peelers or busters. However, after the second

culling � � 8 days!, remaining white sign crabs should either be sold

as fishing bait or discarded because of the greater risk of

mortalities associated with injuries or physical weakness. It becomes

uneconomical to hold white sign peelers beyond the second culling.



When adding or culling crabs from floats/tanks, care should be

exercised in handling. Peelers should not be thrown or dumped in

large masses into a float/tank, but should be released slowly, and

spread throughout the tank. Any unnecessary agitation should be

avoided . During the main part of the shedding season, good success in

sheddi.ng can be obtained if no more than 200 to 300 peelers are held

per 4' x 8' tank with 4" of water. For the "first run", however,

because of lower water temperatures up to 600 crabs, depending on

size, can generally be held in a 4' x 8' tank with good success in

shedding. Overcrowding during other periods may lead to increased

physical. injuries to the crabs and oxygen deficiencies.

At regular intervals during the day it is necessary to check

floats/tanks holding rank peelers for soft crabs. This is termed a

"fish-up", "dip-up" or simply "fishing". The timing, described later,

is critical; if the soft crab is left in the water too long its shell

will begin to harden, producing an inferior product. When the crab is

removed from the water, the hardening process of the new shell ceases.

It is necessary, however, that a soft crab be allowed to expand to its

full size, especially if it is to be marketed alive,

Several criteria are used to determine if the right degree of

"hardness" has been obtained and if the soft crab should be removed

from the water. Immediately after emerging from the shed, the soft

crab will have a soft and pliable top, with a wrinkled area in front

of the backfin. On a fully expanded crab there will be no wrinkles in

the backfin area, but a slight bulging that is springy to the touch .

A crab that will not be able to hold its claws next to its body, that



is, its claws will "dangle", has not hardened sufficiently to

withstand the rigors of live shipment . A third characteristic is that

the large lateral spines have begun to feel sharp to the touch, but

the entire spine is still pliable. Finally, the top and bottom shells

must be firm, but not as firm as stiff writing paper . These last two

methods of determining hardness are skills learned through experience.

Several factors, mainly temperature and salin.ity of the water,

combine to determine how quickly a soft crab will expand to full-size

or harden . Generally, as water temperature increases, hardening and

expansion time becomes shorter. Also, crabs harden faster in lower

salinities than in higher salinities. Because of these factors, l5

minutes to several hours may elapse before the soft crab is fully

expanded .

For these reasons, the length of time between fish � ups will also

vary. An additional factor in determining time between fish � ups is

how particular and concerned the crab shedder is about producing a

quality soft crab. Most soft crab producers will do complete fish-ups

every 4 � 6 hours and may make spot checks between regularly scheduled

fishings . There is still a risk of soft crabs becoming too hard

 paper � shelled! with this frequency of fish-ups. Of the regularly

scheduled fish-ups, at least one should be before dawn, since shedding

activity is greatest at night .

There is no one salinity best for shedding blue crabs. Although

blue crabs can tolerate wide salinity ranges, they acclimate to change

slowly. Large, abrupt salinity fluctuations cause stress or direct

mortality of peelezs with busters and rank peelers being especially



vulnerable to salinity changes. For this reason, peelers should be

harvested from waters of approximately the same salinity as the

location of your shedding facility. This may not always be possible;

however, salinity where peelers are caught should be no more than 5

parts per thousand higher or lower than the salinity of the shedding

facility water.

The molting of blue crabs is regulated by water temperature . A

certain threshold or minimum water temperature must be reached before

blue crabs begin to molt. Water temperature near 70 F �l C! is

required for active shedding, although crabs begin shedding at

temperatures in the mid � 60 's �8-19'C!. But water temperature can get

much higher than optimum during the shedding season. When water

temperature approaches BG'-85 F �6.5-29.5 C!, respiration problems

can develop for peelers and mortality can occur. High water

temperatures are linked to oxygen stress.

Several strategies should be considered to help maintain the

lowest possible water temperature that is favorable to shedding within

the shedding system. The simplest is to shade tanks from direct

sunlight. Not only will this help keep temperaLures down, but it will

also reduce algal growth. As previously mentioned, drawing intake

water from deeper water layers will bring in cooler water . Third, a

cooling tower can lower water temperatures 4 to 5'F. Unfortunately,

the actual effectiveness of a cooling tower in a soft crab operation

has never been adequately documented. A cooling tower is a tall

wooden structure with slatted sides   Figure 34! . Water pumped to the

top cascades over the slats and is cooled through evaporation. Water

�0!
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F IGURK 34. Cooling tower used for reducing water temperature in
crab shedding facilities, Water is pumped to the top of the slatted
tower. There, a manifold  spray system! distributes the water around
the top, As it cascades down the slanted slats, evaporation results in
temperature reduction, Water collects in a head chamber and flows by
gravity to shedding tanks. Because water is redistributed by gravity,
the cooling tower must be elevated to generate sufficient head pressure
for adequate water flow to the shedding tanks,



collects at the bot tom of the tower and is distributed to shedding

tanks,

Other means of cooling water have been suggested but have not

been tested in Virginia. A saltwater well may provide a lower and

more constant water temperature. Likewise, supplemental cooling using

refrigeration units, or heat exchanging by running water pipes through

cold rooms or freezers may be considered. However, adding ice to the

system to lower temperatures is definitely not recommended,

maintaining a high oxygen level for blue crabs is extremely

important. After poor physical condition of peelers, the second

greatest cause of mortality within a shedding system is oxygen

deficiency, In actuality this may be a combination of high water

temperature and low dissolved oxygen . As water temperature and

salinity increase, the amount of oxygen that can be carried by the

water will decrease, Cold, fresh water contains the largest amount of

oxygen per unit volume of water.

The active blue crab must have moderate or high concentrations of

dissolved oxygen available. Oxygen levels above 2.5 parts per million

 ppm! are critical to survival, since the blue crab is unable to

adj ust its breathing rate below this point. In order to better

understand how reduced oxygen can cause deaths, an explanatior of

oxygen consumption patterns of shedding crabs follows.

Throughout the hard and peeler stages and until the crab begins

to molt, a crab will need oxygen. As the crab begins to shed, oxygen

consumption decreases or actually ceases. This is due to the gills



 "dead men"! and gill bailer  a structure that circulates water over

the gills! not functioning because they are l.osing their hard outer

covers or are already soft. At this point the crab is relying on

stored oxygen, and is building up an oxygen "debt" that must be repaid

quickl.y following molting .

After the molt, as structures begin to harden, oxygen consumption

will rise quickly, sometimes to a level above the original starting

point . If the crab starts to molt while in a stressed state due to

reduced oxygen levels in the water or without a sufficient "stockpile"

of oxygen within its body, it may not have enough oxygen to carry it

through the shed. It could hang up part way through the shed and die.

1.ikewise, af ter the shed, if the water has a low dissolved oxygen

content, the crab may not be able to repay its oxygen debt and could

die . Compounding a11 of this is the fac t that as temperatures

increase, the metabolism of the crab increases, requiring more oxygen

for survival

It is for these reasons that oxygen levels should be maintained

as high as possible within shedding tanks. If water is deficient in

oxygen, supplemental aeration using co~pressed air will not

significantly increase the amount of oxygen dissolved in the water.

There are, however, other strategies that can help alleviate oxygen

problems. Already covered was the means of water introduction to the

shedding tank as a way of insuring good aeration . The use of

aspirators, or a heavy splash or spray at the surface, will help

insure that the oxygen level is at saturation. Additionally,

maintenance of good water circulation will help assure the uniform



distribution of oxygen. Reducing the water temperature will increase

the amount of oxygen that can be carried within the water. Finally,

on hotter days, the number of crabs held per tank should be reduced.

A reduction in the number of crabs will mean that each crab will have

a greater share of the available oxygen

It is advisable to maintain the shedding system, tanks and

surrounding grounds in as clean a condition as possible . Floats/tanks

should be cleaned frequently to remove mud, excreta, lost appendages,

empty sheds and dead crabs. Accumulations of these materials consume

oxygen and can open the way for bacteria or disease infestations.

Similarily, good management and maintenance of the grounds surrounding

your shedding facility will help keep down nuisance pests. It is a

good practice not to use any type of poison or insect repellant around

the shedding tanks or near the water source

Frequent questions asked by newcomers to the soft crab industry

deal with how natural phenomena affect soft crab production. The most

comsion question has to do with moon stage . The most prevalent opinion

held by members of the soft crab industry is that the full moon exerts

the greatest effect on crab shedding, They see the greatest activity

in molting for several days before and after a full moon. Although

there is no scientific data to support this idea, it is universally

accepted by soft crab producers.

Certain weather events also are credited by industry members with

affecting shedding, An approaching summer storm with thunder and

lightning has been said to speed up shedding. In the early part of

the season  May!, a northeaster is said to cause peelers in tanks to
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ball � up or cling to each other, resulting in increased inj uries and

mortalities .

Rainfall is said to do several dif ferent things. One is that by

reducing salinity of the water supply, it causes crabs to harden much

faster. Secondly, because of turbulence and the stirring up of

sediments and silt in rivers and creeks, the crab's gills become

fouled and gas exchange  breathing! at the surface of the gills is

reduced. When such crabs are brought to the shedding tanks, they show

increased mortality rates. Lastly, the run-of f water from adjacent

land carries sediments which adsorb pesticides or other pollutants

that may be toxic to peelers.

Mast soft crab producers will provide several. forms of special

care to individual crabs. One of these is to cause peelers to cast

off   autotomize! damaged appendages' Crustaceans have the unique

ability to voluntarily cast off a leg at a pre-determined fracture

line which is located near the base of the leg, This permits them to

escape predators that have grabbed a leg or to discard injured legs.

The best way to remove an inj ured leg is to grasp the long section of

leg nearest to the body with one hand and twist the last couple

sections to stimulate the autotomizing reflex . Little damage is done

to the crab and it can molt normally, whereas with an injured leg, it

may hang up in the shell and die .

Some soft crab producers will manually extract a crab from its

shell if it becomes hung-up while shedding. This is done by carefully

breaking off pieces of the old shell or by gently pulling on the soft

crab and old shell simultaneously, Associated with this is a form of
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artificial respiration or a "heart massage" given to the crab.

Sometimes this can be used to revive crabs that have just "died"

during the shed. The crab's heart is directly under its top shell to

the rear of center of its body  watch a live soft crab closely and you

can see the heart beating!, A gentle pumping action with a finger

will somet imes revive the crab.

Marketing and Packaging
The demand for soft crabs has consistently exceeded the supply,

For this reason, soft crabs are reasonably easy to sell.. The only

question is for how much they can be sold. Prices received for soft

crabs will depend upon the quality and size of the crab, season and

availability. Top quality soft crabs, with all their appendages and

the proper degree of softness  no paper shells!, will bring a better

price than. those of inferior quality, regardless of how they are

mar ket ed .

Soft crabs, unlike many seafood products, are sold by the dozen

rather than weight, and are graded by size. Trade names are given to

the size designations: crabs measuring 3.5 to 4.0 inches across the

back from point to point are called "mediums"; crabs 4.0 to 4.5 inches

are "hotels"; crabs 4.5 to 5.0 inches are "primes"; crabs 5.0 to 5.5

inches are "jumbos" or "large"; and any crabs over 5.5 inches are

"whales" or "slabs". Some producers choose to combine hotel and prime

sized crabs into one grade, usually identified as primes. Larger

sized soft crabs will bring a higher price throughout the year.



Traditionally, prices on all sizes of fresh, live crabs will be

higher at the beginning of the shedding season; as the season.

progresses and the availability of crabs increases, prices will drop.

This seasonality of pricing has led many producers to market their

product in both the fresh and frozen state, taking advantage of the

best price periods for each.

When selling soft crabs there are several options to consider .

The main question a soft crab producer needs to ask himself is "how do

I want to sell my crabs?". The first option to consider, and the

easiest to resolve, is to sell to a seafood wholesaler in the region.

These firms usually are well. established or their reputations are

known in. the immediate area. In many cases they will come to your

shedding facility to pick up the crabs. Additionally, when dealing

with local wholesalers, soft crab producers will receive an agreed

upon price for their product. Firms that deal exclusively in soft

crabs are also active in the Chesapeake Bay region. They generally

will pay a fair price for your product, albeit a bit lower than what

you might get elsewhere. For an individual just starting in the

crab-shedding business the convenience of this type of marketing is

attractive.

Soft crabs can also be sold through brokers on a commission

 consignment! basis, These transactions usually are with seafood

dealers at the major seafood distribution centers in New York  Fulton

Fish Market!, Baltimore, Philadelphia, or Washington, D.C. Sales

agreements generally are consummated over the telephone . Once such

sales contracts are established, it is not unusual for soft crab
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producers to get regular phone calls quoting a price to be paid and an

order placed. In many cases, however, soft crab producers that sell

on consignment may not know the price they are to receive until after

the crabs are shipped and sold. An additonal quest ion in consignment

sales is "Who pays the freight?" Usually it's the producer, If the

buyer wants the crabs badly enough, he might offer to pay

transportation. Prices received from consignment sales may fluctuate

widely over a relatively short period .

An outlet that should not be overlooked is the local market for

soft crabs. This direct marketing approach, while being the most time

consuming, may offer the best dollar return to the crab shedder .

Local seafood retail outlets and seafood restaurants should be viewed

as potential customers

Direct consumer sales are also a possibility. An innovative soft

crab producer can use all sorts of gimmicks to sell his product

directly to the consumer . In one instance a firm erected signs on a

main highway announcing "crab ranch � come watch our crabs shed", with

arrows and directions to their facility. When inquisitive people

showed up, they were courteously greeted, given a quick tour and

explanation of the facility, and then sold some soft crabs at a retail

price. Other forms of advertising can also bring consumers out

searching for a bargain or a superior product directly from the

producer.

Regardless of the method chosen to sell your product, there is

one rule always to follow � look out for yourself I Know the terms of

any sales agreement; who is expected to pay for what; how payment is



to be made and when; provisions for quality; who provides shipping

containers; etc., etc. Besides being a soft crab producer, it' s

important to remember that you are also a businessman. It may even be

to your advantage to take a course in business or sales management

from a local community college or vo-tech center, or at least, do some

independent reading and studying.

Originally, soft crabs were marketed alive as a fresh product

Today they are sold both as a fresh product and frozen. The

previously mentioned marketing strategies apply to both.

each market form has unique sales or packaging features.

Howeve r,

Many Virginia producers that deal in live soft crabs will begin

to cut back on their sale of fresh product after the beginning of

July. This is due to the increased competition from other producing
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Fresh, live soft crabs are an important commodity. The concept

of quality associated with freshness, plus the higher prices live

products bring, continues to make the sale of live soft crabs

significant. In most years, however, the best profit from the sale of

live soft crabs on the open market is realized during the early part

of the season. This is at a time when frozen soft crab inventory from

the previous year is at its lowest, all producers are not at full

capacity and demand is growing as consumers begin to think more of

soft crabs. It is also during a time when soft crabs survive shipment

better because of cooler weather. As the soft crab season approaches

an end  September � October! and the availability of fresh soft crabs

decreases, there may be an increase in prices paid for live soft

crabs.



areas, primarily Maryland, At this time producers will begin to

freeze more, laying away an inventory for slack production periods.

Sof t crabs to be shipped alive should be permit ted to harden for

a slightly longer time than normal which enables them to more easily

withstand the rigors of shipment. It also allows the crabs to be

stored longer, facilitating more economical shipping of larger

quantities. Live soft crabs that have not been abused during handling

will survive 4-5 days at storage temperatures of 48'F � 50'F  9.0

10.0 C! .

Just as there are fish shipping boxes, there are also specially

made soft crab shipping boxes  Figure 35!. These boxes measure

approximately 23" x 18" x 10". They were formerly wooden crates but

now are corrugated cardboard, wax-dipped for water resistance, and of

250 lb . test strength, Ins ide a typical sof t crab box are usually

three, nesting trays. For packing fresh crabs, a parchment or wet

strength paper is also used  approximately 16" x 21" to cover trays! .

Live soft crabs must be packed carefully in the trays of the

aforementioned soft crab shipping boxes if they are to arrive at their

destination alive  Figure 36!. A Layer of eel grass  Zostera marina!

or short-stemmed barley straw packing is spread on the bottom of each

tray. The crabs are placed belly  apron! down directly on the

packing, all facing in the same direction . Each crab will be angled

upward slightly, resting partially on the crab in front of it, This

upward angling helps retain moisture in the crab's gill cavity for

respiration. A piece of parchment or wet strength paper is placed on

top of the crabs. Another, thinner layer of grass or straw covers the



paper, and flake ice sprinkled on top of the paper. This is done for

each of the three trays in a box � � grass, crabs, paper, grass, ice.

A single tray can hold 5  or more! dozen mediums, 5 dozen hotels, 4

dozen primes, 3 dozen jumbos, or 2 dozen whales. It may be necessary

to angle the larger grades to fit them into the trays. After all

three trays have been packed, the lid should be put on the box and the

entire package handled gently during storage and shipment. Care

should be taken not to expose live soft crabs to truck exhaust fumes

during shipment as these will kill soft crabs.

Freezing of soft crabs offers a means of extending sales over a

longer period of time. It allows producers to take advantage of

higher prices for soft crabs during periods of reduced availability.

Freezing also allows larger producers to store crabs they vere unable

to sell on the fresh market. Frozen crabs also have an advantage when

it comes to shipping due to their ease of handling. Recently there

has even been interest in the export of frozen soft crabs to overseas

markets.

Frozen crabs are packed into a standard 3" x 9" x 12" box,

double waxed on both sides. Additionally, frozen soft crabs are

wrapped in cellophane. The size of this wrapper will be determined by

the size of soft crab, but generally a 9" x 12" piece will handle

almost any size. This cellophane should be 250 gauge, saran coated if

possible. One of the major suppliers of paper products to the seafood

industry is Packaging Products Corporation  Plymouth Industrial Park,

Aldrin Road, Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360, 1-800-225-0484!. This is

by no means the only source of these paper products, The prudent
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FIGURE 35. Waxed cardboard soft crab shipping box.



FIGURE 36. Live soft crabs packed in a shipping box. Note the layer of grass and ice
overlaying a piece of parchment paper.



FIGURE 37. Removing the gills of a soft crab during the cleaning process, The large lat-
eral spines are lifted, exposing the feathery gills, which are removed with stainless steel
scissors or knife,

FIGURE 38. Removing the abdomen  apron! of a soft crab during the cleaning process.



FIGURE 39. Removing the eyes and scaly mouth parts during the cleaning process. An
angled cut is made from just behind the eyes to below the mouth parts.

FIGURE 40, A cleaned soft crab in the first step of wrapping, prior to freezing. The
crab is neatly placed belly-down in the center of a piece of cellophane; the cellophane is
lifted over the back and tucked tightly under the crab; the cellophane ends are folded
over the back to complete the wrap.



FIGURE 41. A wrapped crab, showing the crab's underside,

FIGURE 42. Individually wrapped soft crabs packed for freezing. Crabs are packed
beHy-up with the face and claws raised at a slight angle. This allows the color of the
claws to be seen.



buyer will shop around and search out other suppliers for comparison

buying.

Crabs that are to be frozen can be either cleaned  "dressed"! or

uncleaned, determined by buyer preference. Buyers that prefer

uncleaned frozen crabs state that they obtain a more juicy, plumper

product than when the crabs are cleaned. Both cleaned and uncleaned

soft crabs are individually wrapped in cellophane prior to freezing.

Cleaning soft crabs is a fast, easy procedure that can be learned

quickly by most people . The large lateral spines of the shell top are

lifted and the underlying gills  feathery structures! cut off using

sharp stainless steel scissors or knives  Figure 37!. Scissors are

easier to handle and speed up the operation. The apron  abdomen! is

then removed  Figure 38!. Next the eyes and scaly mouthparts are

removed prior to wrapping  Figure 39!. Cleaned crabs which are not to

be wrapped immediately should be placed on ice .

Wrapping is done in such a manner as to create an eye-appealing

product. Crabs are placed belly down in the center of the cellophane.

Legs and claws are folded neatly under the crab, The front edge of

the cellophane is lifted over the hack of the crab and is tucked

tightly at the back  Figure 40!. This plumps" the crab somewhat.

Wrapping continues by rolling the crab onto its back and folding the

cellophane ends under the crab as it's picked up  Figure 41!.

Wrapped crabs then are packed in a 3" x 9" x 12" box, belly up

with the face and claws raised at a slight angle for a layered



appearance  Figure 42!. This method of wrapping and packing presents

a clean white underside and colored claw tips when opened by a buyer,

The standard 3" x 9" x 12" box will hold the following number of

frozen cleaned crabs   fewer will be held if uncleaned!: 5 dozen

mediums packed in 3 layers with 2 rows per layer, 10 crabs per row; 4

dozen hotels in 3 layers, 2 rows per Layer and 8 crabs per row; 3

dozen primes in 3 layers, 2 rows per layer, 6 crabs per row; 2 dozen

jumbos in 3 layers, 2 rows per layer, 4 crabs per row; or, 1-1/2 dozen

whales in 3 layers, 1 row per layer, 6 crabs per row.

Besides packing frozen crabs by number, some large packers are

also grading by weight. They feel this gives them more of the

consistency in product and portion-control that many restaurants

desire . Box weights should be 5-1/2 to 5 � 3/4 pounds for mediums, 6 to

6-1/4 pounds for hotels and primes, and 5-1/4 to 5-1/2 pounds for

jumbos and whales. In a volume operation, these box. weights can be

adjusted by replacing crabs.

Following wrapping and packing, soft crabs should be frozen as

quickly as possible to insure quality. A freezer with a temperature

of approximately -20 'F and good air circulation is recommended for

quick freezing, Placing wooden slats between the boxes will increase

air circulation and speed freezing. Boxes should be closed during the

freezing process to avoid "freezer burn". Following freezing, soft

crabs can be stored at 0 F for up to a year without significant

quality loss. However, six months is a more realistic storage time.



Small volume soft crab producers may wish to consider an

alCernative to freezing packed boxes. Wrapped soft crabs can be

frozen. individually on shallow trays and then packed frozen into

boxes. This allows for a faster time from cleaning  or live! to

freezing, minimizes grading delay brought on by the need to hold boxes

until full of the required size soft crab and provides a top-quality

prod uc t,

Producers should consider marketing other related items besides

top quality soft crabs. In the Chesapeake Bay, peelers are in great

demand as fishing bait, often bringing as much as soft crabs. The

bait market offers a possible outlet far white sign crabs Chat have

been held too long or for freshly dead peelers. Peelers that die and

are not sold as fishing bait can be frozen for later saLe if space

permits. Frozen peelers, although not as acceptable as hook-and � line

fishing bait, are very acceptable as bait for eel pots. During the

cleaning process female crab aprons are removed. Rather than discard

them, some producers will bag aprons  usually 1 pound packages! and

sell them as bait. Soft crab aprons are effective bait for seatrout

and other bay fish. Likewise, face parts should not be discarded;

these parts make a very good chum bait, Although these products do

not command the high prices of soft crabs, in some areas they can

augment a crab shedder ' s income .

Narkets may also be found for buffalos  crabs missing an

excessive numbers of legs or claws! and paper shells. Potential

buyers of these products are more interested in bargain prices than in
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complete bodies and legs  as restaurant buyers are! . Do not overlook

neighbors, friends or your own dinner table when it comes to these

product s,



Shedding Rock Crabs

NOTE: Portions of the following information are taken directly f'rom

VINS Sea Grant Advisory Series No. 7, "Rock Crab: A Potential New

Resource," written in l973 by Paul A. Haefner, Jr,, W. A. Van Engel

and David Gar ten.

Rock crabs  Cancer irroratus!, which historically have been

culled and discarded from catches of blue crabs in the winter dredge

fishery in Virginia, represent a potentially important resource

 Figure 43! . Specifically, there appears to be the potential for

product ion of soft-shell rock crabs. Unlike blue crabs, however, rock

crabs shed during winter. Traditional soft � shell blue crab shedders

could thus extend production and maximize the use of their shedding

facilities by utilizing rock crabs, The sale value of soft rock crabs

should be equal to or perhaps higher than that of soft blue crabs.

The rock crab is found on the continental shelf and slope from

Labrador to South Carolina. Its distribution pattern over its range,

however, will vary seasonally; in summer it migrates offshore into

cooler waters, moving back inshore during winter .

Rock crabs are found in the southern waters of Chesapeake Bay and

in the seaside bays of the Eastern Shore from November through April .

They first appear in seaside bays in late October or early November,

when the water temperature drops to 60 degrees F. Rock crabs that

enter nearshore waters are almost exclusively male crabs.
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Rock crabs are often caught along with blue crabs in wire � mesh

pots on the Eastern Shore. The pot catch is good until the water

temperature drops below 40 degrees F. Blue crab dredgers catch many

rock crabs in Chesapeake Bay, particularly on the sandy ledges along

Thimble Shoal, Chesapeake and York River entrance channels from

December through March. But rock crabs caught in pots are preferred

over those caught by dredge if the crabs are intended to be held for

shedding. Dredge � caught crabs may be damaged in the harvesting

process and are usually not handled carefully by watermen intent on

catching blue crabs.

Unlike blue crabs, rock crabs do not have easily recognized

peeler signs. They have no flattened swimming fins that show color

signs. Likewise, there are no color changes associated with the

abdomen. However, from mid-December through mid � January, peelers make

up about three � fourths of the rock crab catch, On rank peelers, the

body shell just under the lateral points and above the leg bases is

easily cracked with light finger pressure . With experience, it is

possible to discern two grades of peelers by this finger pressure

method . If when squeezed lightly, this area flexes but does not

crack, the crab is a rank peeler, but not yet ready to bust. If the

area cracks easily, the crab is a buster . This is the easiest and

least damaging way to identify a rank peeler rock crab.

The most successful strategy, however, is to assume that any hard

male rock crabs caught during December that are 4 inches or smaller in

width will eventually shed . Since shedding does not occur naturally



FIGURE 43. Comparison of a rock crab  upper photo! to a blue crab. Note the rounder, stouter body of
the rock crab and the absence of a flattened paddle fin.



until late December or early January, it is not economical to hold

crabs before mid-December. Beginning at this time, male rock crabs

should be caught and held in shedding tanks. It then becomes a matter

of waiting for them to shed.

The same types of shedding facilities previously described for

blue crabs can be used to shed rock crabs. However, it is recommended

that a closed system housed in a building be used. With a closed

system, both water temperature and salinity can be maintained at

favorable levels for rock crab molting. Water temperatures between

45-55 degrees F have been found best for shedding rock crabs. An

inside shedding facility will allow for this warmer-than-natural water

temperature. As for blue crabs, the salinity of the water in the

shedding system should be approximately the. same as the area of peeler

harvest. Rock crabs prefer high salinity waters, generally above 25

ppt.

Production of soft rock crabs is affected by the intensity and

duration of 1ight, A 10-hour 1ight, 14-hour dark cycle is ideal for

rock crab shedding; this can be achieved with low intensity artificial

lighting in a closed building. Bright light should be avoided. Only

minimal lighting, preferably no lighting, is best at night.

After working with blue crabs, a shedder will find rock crabs a

pleasure to handle. They tend to be slow moving and not very

aggressive. There also is little evidence of cannibalism. For these

reasons, many rock crabs can be held in a single shedding tank. The

actual number will depend on the size of the tank, water flow and
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temperature  warmer temperatures make the crab more active! . About

300 crabs per 4' K 8' tank is a general rule-of-thumb number.

Because rock crabs must be held a relatively long time before

they molt they should be fed. To minimize lowering water quality, it

is recommended that live food be supplied . Rock crabs naturally

consume all types of molluscs; mussels are a particular favorite food

item. They have also been observed eating blue crabs!

The rock crab's shel.l hardens slowly � much slower than that of

the blue crab, The change from earl y papershell to hard crab takes

one month or more at winter water temperatures. However, after

shedding they expand to full size within 2 hours, increasing in width

approximately 2QX before the new shell begins to harden. Soft rock

crabs should be left in the water for 4 to 6 hours after shedding to

minimize damage that may occur in handling. This allows for great

flexibility in the frequency that shedding tanks need to be fished .

Tanks should be checked at least every morning and evening.

Soft rock crabs will live only l to 2 days under the best of

conditions. They do, however, freeze well, without loss of flavor or

texture . These facts should enter into a shedder 's marketing decision .

Presently, the market for soft rock crabs is not as extensive as

that for soft blue crabs. It may be necessary to direct-market soft

rock crabs to rests~rants. This has been done successfully in at

least two instances. As the production of soft rock crabs increases,

markets should open up. For now, however, outlets must be developed

by individual producers.
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Appendix I

SEA GRANT MARINE ADVI SORY SERVICE

New York
New York State Sea Grant Advisory Program
Fernow Hall

Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
607/256-2162

New Jersey Marine Advisory Service
20 Court St.

Freehold, NJ 07728
201/431-7920

Delaware

Mar ine Advisory Program
University o f Delaware
P .0. Drawer 286

Lewes, DE 19958
302/645-4252

Marine Advisory Program
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
301/454-6056

Virginia
Marine Advisory Program
Virginia InsCitute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
804/642-2111

North Carolina
Marine Advisory Program
105 1911 Bldg .
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27650
919 /737-2454

South Carolina

Marine Advisory Program
221 Fort Johnson Rd.

Charl.eston, SC 29412
803/795-8462



Georgia
Marine Advisory Service
P.O. Box Z

Brunswick, GA 31523
912/264-7268

Florida

Marine Advisory Program
University of Florida
117 Newins � Ziegler Hall
Gainesville, FL 32611
904/392-1837

Mississi i/Alabama
Marine Advisory Program
Mississippi/Alabama Sea Grant Consortium
4646 West Beach Blvd.

Biloxi, MS 39531
601/388-4710

Louisiana

Marine Advisory Program
Sea Grant Program Office
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
504/388-6710

Texas

Marine Program Leader
Kleberg Center, Room 442
Texas ASM University
College Station, TX 77843
409/845-8557
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Appendix III

COYiHON TERNINOLOGY OF THE SOFT CRAB INDUSTRY

APRON � flexible abdominal sect ion which folds under the crab body;
the crab "tail ."

BACKFIN � swimmer or paddle fin; last leg of crab which is flattened
for locomotion; reveals color signs of pre-molting,

BARE POTTING � empty pot; regular crab or peeler pot with no bait;
catches peelers seeking protection.

BUCK AND RIDER � doublers; mating crabs.

BUCKRAM � post-molted crab in semi � hard shell condition; shell is
brittle and unmarketable as soft crab .

BUFFALO CRABS � soft-crab missing legs or claws

BUSTFR � first stage of molting; crab beginning to back out of old
shell.

DEAD YEAN ' S FINGERS � crab gill s or "lungs" found just below the
carapace.

DOUBLER � pair of crabs in mating position, male carries female; buck
and rider,

ECDYSIS �  ek-di � sis! scientific term for crustacean molting process,

EPIMERAL LINE � ridged line running along the "face" of the crab;
below the carapace and on each side of the mouth; acts as a hinge
during molt ing.

FAT CRAB � full crab; muscle tissue completely fills shell; crab is at
maximum weight for existing shell. size.

FLOATS � floating boxes designed to hold peelers during shedding.

GREEN CRAB � crab between molts; non-peeler crab; also uncooked crab

HAIR SIGN � wh it e s ign cr ab .

HOTELS � market size � � 4 I/2 inch width! .

JIMMIES � larger male blue crabs, j immy dick or jimmy channeler are
largest.
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JIMMY POTTING � j immies are placed in a crab trap as live bait to
attract females looking for a mate.

JUMBO � market size �-5 1/2 inch width! .

MEDIUMS � smallest market size � 1/2-4 inch width!

MOLTING � ecdysis; process of shedding old hard shell

NICKING � breaking the movable "finger" of the crab claws to prevent
cannibal ism and damage .

PAN-READY � sof t crabs packaged for sale with eyes, mouth parts and
gills removed; larger crabs may have soft carapace removed.

PAPER � SHELL � unfavorable leathery condition of the shell on soft crab
beginning to harden.

PEELER � hard crab in pre-molting condition, ideal for shedding
operations.

PEELER POUND NET � wire pound net used specifically to harvest peelers
in Chesapeake Bay,

PINK SIGN - pink line on new forming shell visible through the old
shell on the backfin about one week from molting� .

PRIME � market size � 1/2 � 5 inch width!.

RANK � peeler crab with true red sign; only a few hours from molting .

RED SIGN � red line of the new forming shell visible through the old
shell on the backfin about 1-3 days before molting.

SALLY CRAB � she-crab, immature female with triangular apron .

SCRAPE � small � 1/2 x 4 foot! bar type trawl specifically designed
for harvesting peelers from grass beds.

SHE-CRAB � immature female with triangular apron

SHEDDING � process of molting; ecdysis; commonly used to refer to the
commercial process.

SHED � empty old hard shell remaining after molting

SNOT CRAB � white sign crab; snot refers to fluid released from wounds
or nicks.

SOOK � mature fernale crab with semicircular shaped apron.



TANKS � on � shore shedding facilities built to hold peelers in a
shallow flow of pumped water.

TERMINAL MOLT � last molt for a blue crab; fernale crab can only rrrate
during the terminal molt; when the female apron. shape changes from
triangular to half moon .

TRAP DOOR � section on the top of the upper segment  merus! of the
claws which opens to allow the larger, lower claw section  propodus!
to be extracted during molting .

WATER GALL � windjammer, white crab; hard crab immediately after
molting; muscle tissue does not completely fill shell space; crab is
light for the shel 1 size,

WHALES � slabs, market size � 1/2 inch width!

WHITE SIGN � whit e line of new form ing shel 1 visible through the old
shell on the backfin about two weeks before molting.

WIDTH � crab size; measured distance between tips of longest lateral
spines.



Appendix IV

DETERMINING AMOUNT OF WATER IN A SHEDDING SYSTEM

l. Amount in gallons

a! First determine the water volume in one tank.

For example purposes, use a 4' X 8' tank with 4" of water,

Therefore, in one tank O' X 8' with 4" of water there will be
10 56 cubic feet of water.

b! To convert this to gallons, multiply the number of cubic feet
of water by 7.5 gallons per cubic foot of water.

10.56 cubic feet of water X 7.5 gallons/cubic foot = 79.2
gallons

Therefore, there will be almost 80 gallons of water per
wide, 8' long tank f illed with 4" o f water.

c! To determine the volume in gallons of water in your entire
shedding system, simply mult iply the number of gallons in one
tank by the total number of tanks .

10 tanks �' X 8' with 4" water!

79. 2 gallons/ tank

10 X 79.2 = 792 gall.ons of water in all tanks

If you have additional tanks or reservoirs within your system,
simply calculate the volume of water held in each and follow
the above examples to determine number of gallons of water.

2, Amount in pounds of water

a! Using the, above information determine the number of gallons of
water per tank.,

b! To convert this to pounds, multiply the number of gallons of
water by 8 .3 pounds per gallon of water.

79.2 gallons X 8.3 pounds/gallon = 65/.4 pounds

Therefore, in a 4' wide, 8' long tank filled with 4" of water,
the. weight of the water alone will be about 657 pounds.


